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Introduction 

Endocrine systems help the body to maintain healthy metabolic processes and to improve the functioning 
of the body. Ichki secretion bezlari faoliyatining uzgarishi metabolismning ifodali buzilishi, tukimalarda 
trophic buzilishlar chaqiradi [97; 26-29 б.].  
In order to prevent diabetes, endocrine cancer should be treated with the help of a doctor who has the 
ability to control the risk of developing diabetes. In order to prevent diabetes, you must first take steps 
to prevent complications such as nephropathy, retinopathy, and other serious health problems, such as 
heart disease, and to prevent complications such as heart failure. You need to know more about the 
benefits of using our resources. [115; 263-268 б., 135 б.]. 
Candidly, diabetes mellitus and oncology should be treated with caution. The average monthly income 
of 140 and 190 million people is 100%, which means that the planet will be filled with new products 
and services. This is a frequent occurrence when you want to do something, so that you can be sure that 
you will receive positive feedback and that you will be able to do so. The forecast is for the 15th 
anniversary of the birth of the child. Shundai Qilib, the Kharkiv Diabetes Federation (HDF) has made a 
forecast for the year 2040, which will increase the number of diabetes cases to 54% by 2040, with the 
aim of increasing the number of diabetes cases to 642 million. [International Diabetes Federation. 2015].  
Also materials. The maximum number of years of study required for this purpose is 2 years, and the 
maximum number of years of study required for this purpose is 132 years. The Bukhoro Endocrinology 
Clinic is a medical center where you can find information about endocrinology. The purpose of this 
document is to increase the number of employees, to improve the quality of their work, and to provide 
representative information about their interests.  
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A dentist who specializes in diabetes care should be a good diagnostician and should be able to provide 
the best possible clinical care for your symptoms. A dentist who specializes in diabetes care should be 
able to provide the best diagnostic care for your symptoms. In order to prevent diabetes, one must first 
provide medical care to the population and to increase their risk of developing diseases, thereby 
increasing the likelihood of developing pathology in the future. [7; 60 б., 42; 51-53 б.].      
In order to prevent diabetes, we must: increase the peripheral insulin resistance, reduce insulin sensitivity 
and control insulin sensitivity (ie, increase glucose metabolism) [Dedov I.I., Shestakova M.V., Vikulova 
O.K. 2017]. 
Shunday qilib, hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance, and circulatory disorders are associated with 
increased risk of developing lipid peroxidation (C – reagent, fibrinogen, interleukin – 6). The disease 
can cause atherosclerotic lesions, and thrombosis can cause atherosclerotic lesions. IR of spheroid 
nitrogen oxides is a catalyst for enzyme regulation, insulin resistance, and insulin secretion, which is a 
major cause of endothelial dysfunction and cytokine deficiency. [101; 45-48 с.]. 
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a metabolic disorder that causes diabetes mellitus, diabetic nephropathy is a 
chronic disease that causes liver disease, and the first-degree diabetes mellitus (CD) is 20.1% and the 
second-degree diabetes mellitus (DDM) is 6.3%, respectively.2-year plan for the treatment of hepatitis 
B, nephropathy, and other pathological conditions. 
The goal of this project was to create a sound system for the development of the British intelligence 
community, Richard Bright. In 1836, the KD was diagnosed with proteinuria, which was caused by the 
disease, and the need to prevent it from occurring. [International Diabetes Federation. 2015]. 
There is nothing wrong with this day. I have a hyperfunctional hypertrophy, which is characterized by a 
characteristic that the glands and the brain can develop into a vascular system. Microalbuminuria is a 
protein that contains microalbuminuria, the glomerulus of filtration (CFT) is a protein that contains 
microalbuminuria. DN Ning II Bosqichida Clinical Hospitals Alomatlarsiz Buirak Shikaslanishi 
Kuzatiladi. Basal membrane is a tissue that contains mesangial cells. [103 б. 80-86 б.].  
Microalbuminuria (20 dan 200 mg/l oral albumin excretion rate) is a sign of diabetes decompensation 
and decreased blood glucose levels, and CFT is a warning sign. III - chronic nephropathy - bemorlarda 
yukor KFT phonida domiy microalbuminuria kuzatiladi. The artery is weak and tends to be weak, the 
cause of IV hypertension (clinical nephropathy) is the presence of proteinuria (the recommended dose 
is about 1 ml), the KFT dose is 1 ml / day. V bosqichda – terminal surunkali buyrak tanqisligi – 
bemorlarda buyrak tŞqimasining sclerosis oqibatidida pasta KFT aniqlanadi [22; 34-37 б.]. 
In the future, diabetes will be treated with caution, the health of the patient will be affected by the disease, 
and the health of the patient will be affected by the disease, which will lead to increased risk of injury. 
The periodontal disease caused by the periodontal disease requires the use of periodontal therapy (90% 
of the time) and the use of a variety of medical devices to treat periodontal disease. [49; 51-58 б.]. 
In order to increase the glucose tolerance of endocrinologists, it is necessary to increase the glucose 
content of carbohydrates, thereby reducing the risk of atrophy and reducing the risk of developing 
atrophic diseases. The body's natural defense mechanism, the concentration of sodium in the blood, the 
concentration of potassium (mineral oil), the concentration of angiotensin II (artery oxidase), and the 
concentration of urea plasma (the concentration of urea in the blood) are among the most important 
factors in the body's metabolism. 
Summary. In the future, you will learn to control your health, your interests, your actions ... The main 
causes of periodontitis (milkclara kasaligi), include dysfunction of the oral cavity, mycobacteria and 
neurological disorders. Insulin therapy is a medical treatment for diseases such as stomatitis, gingivitis, 
periodontal disease, and other dental diseases. The design of the prosthesis should be based on the 
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principles of orthopedic surgery and the ability to use it to support the body. Orthopedic dentistry is a 
medical practice, a biological inertial implantation technique is used to construct prosthetic devices, and 
diabetes mellitus is a medical device used to treat bone fractures. 
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